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ABSTRACT

The Varian VA-955 UHF-TV klystron is rated at 50 kW CW,

and four of these klystrons were used to provide 200 kW

of RF power for lower hybrid heating experiments on the

ATC machine at 800 MHz. The authors wished to use these

proven, production-type tubes to* generate more power for

larger type machines., such as the PDX. Varian was asked

whether the tubes were capable of higher-power operation in

pulsed applications.• They replied that they had no exper-

imental data but felt that the tubes were capable of

greatly enhanced performance under pulsed conditions. By

using cathode modulation instead of modulating anode

control of the klystron, and thus limiting the time that

high voltage is applied to the cathode, it was shown that

the tube is capable of an output power of 200 kW for tens

of milliseconds compared to its normal CW rating of 50 kW.

A description is given of the experimental results, the required

modifications to the klystron and outy»f\transmission circuit.
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the details of operation of the regulating modulator used to

perform the experiment. Upgrade kits are now being fabricated

to allow 200 kW operation of the two 50 kW units which were lent

to General Atomic for Doublet II experiments.

INTRODUCTION

In order to increase cost effectiveness of lower hybrid

heating systems, the authors inquired of Varian whether the power

output of the VA-955 could be increased for pulse application, ,

so that these proven, production-type tubes could be used in

reasonably small quantities to generate large amounts of 800 MHz

lower hybrid power. The tube engineers at Varian (Robert Schmidt

and Glen Huffman) believed that such an experiment had a good

chance of success if cathode modulation were used, although they

had no experimental data beyond the normal operating range, and f

could not be sure that the efficiency would be sustained to sufficiently

high voltages. Provided that the efficiency could be maintained,

they felt that the output circuit could be capable of 200 kW, assuming

that an SFg gas was used as the dielectric. Based on these predictions

the authors carried out the experiments described below.

1. .Klystron Experiments

In October of 1976, a VA-955 was tested with short exponen-

tial pulses as a check on the extension of the efficiency curves.

This test was conducted using a VA-955 in one of the existing lower

hybrid cabinets, a commercial hi-pot power supply, and a small

capacitor bank. This set-up provided exponential pulses of approximately

30 to 50 microseconds width at the midpoint and, of course, substan-

tially zero width at the peak power point. Using this system, with
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air rather than SF,. in the transmission line, a peak power

of 186 kW was obtained at 38 kV and 15.5 amperes (31.6% efficiency).

At 39 kV arid 16.2 amperes, the output power was 200 kW (also 31.6%

efficiency), but break up occurred in the RF output pulse. This

| ., data appeared sufficiently promising to justify building additional

equipment to see whether the tube could be seasoned to operate

with these parameters at long pulse widths.

•-•••••.. A high voltage power supply, a capacitor bank, a regulating

modulator, and a klystron amplifier with appropriate supplementary

circuits were installed at "B Site", and the additional testing

and seasoning was carried out in May of 1977. These facilities

enabled the klystron to be tested with rectangular pulses to 40

milliseconds at 36 kV.

With this equipment, the klystron was first operated to 36 kV

and 13166 amperes without drive and at 100 microseconds pulse width.

The pulse width was then gradually increased until, a beam pulse width

of 40 milliseconds was attained. At no time during this operation

' was there any evidence of high voltage seal arcing or increased

Vac-ion current. A rate of one pulse each five seconds was used.

After full width beam current was obtained (36 kV, 13.66

amperes, 40 milliseconds), a short (100 microsecond) RF drive pulse

was applied, with its trailing edge just inside the trailing edge

. . cf the beam pulse. The width of the RF pulse was then gradually

widened by advancing the leading edge until the RF pulse substantially
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"filled" the beam pulse time. When the RF reached 9 milliseconds

(at the 200 kW level), an arc-detect fault occurred, accompanied

by a gas burst to about 2.5 microamperes of Vac-ion current. This

pumped down within about a minute, testing was resumed, and full

RF pulse width (40 milliseconds) was reached without additional faults..

An RF output of 200 kW at 36 kV and 13.66 amperes reflects

an efficiency of 40.7%, compared with a test data efficiency of

36.9% (24.5 kV, 7.75A, 70 kW) in tests at Varian on the same tube

(F4-19). This is not surprising, as the Varian engineers had

stated that the efficiency versus beam voltage characteristic was

still rising at the normal operating voltage. They did not know !

whether it would continue to rise to the 35 kV area, or whether it

would level and then turn downward. Apparently it continues to

rise. The fact that a gas burst occurred with the arcing at 9

milliseconds indicates that there was some arcing inside the vacuum

envelope, not just in the portion pressurized with SFg. It is

therefore expected that we are probably near the upper limit of the

power handling capability of the RF output section of the tube, even

though the beam and high voltage seal do not appear to be near their

limits.

The discrepancy between the efficiency observed here and that

observed in the short-pulse tests is probably due to the uncertain-

ties in the short-pulse test set-up (inexact RF calibrations,

difficulty in measuring exact amplitudes of short current and

voltage spikes, and non-optimum adjustment of solenoid current).
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! 2. Test Equipment Description
! • • • •

,] • . Figure 1 is a simplified schematic of the modulator-power

j supply configuration, and Figure 2 shows the waveforms across the

j capacitor bank, the switch tube and the klystron during the 36.0
i •
I kV, 13.66 ampere, .40 millisecond pulse. The klystron current (and
i . • ' " • • . - -

j • „ thus klystron voltage) is kept constant during the pulse by
| . • • '

i comparing a voltage proportional to the•current with a DC reference

,i and using the error signal to drive the switch tube control grid.

I '. ~" * The sample voltage is 4 volts when the current is 16 amperes,

so the level of klystron current can be adjusted to any value from

;. . zero to 16 amperes by adjusting the DC reference from zero to 4 volts.

At 13.66 amperes of klystron current, the total AE at 14 milli-

seconds "is 13 kV. The klystron voltage is 36.0 kV (because of the
3/2relationship IT,, . = K Evl ' \. The switch tube drop at the end

j\j.y ivj.y

of the pulse is therefore only 1.0 kV, approximately equal to the

screen voltage. Thus a larger current at this width, or a wider pulse

at this current would exceed the regulation capability and the

klystron voltage would begin to droop.

The average switch tube power during the pulse is the klystron

current times the average switch tube voltage. This is equal to

P r e

5/3

AE
T ~2~̂  X IK a n d C a n b e e x P r e s s e d a s

I j

• . A K ' 2C

For E = 5 0 kV, K = 2 x 10~6, T = 40 x io~3 sec, C = 42 microfarads,

this becomes 102.41 kW. The current level which produces the
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highest level of switch tube power can be found by differentiating

this expression and setting it equal to zero. This results in the

cubic equation

l 2 j > W C \ 3 . 3 C A ] x
2 \ 3 / c i b V x _ / C E b \ 3

27K2ATi T J K V T I K I T j " °

For the above parameters, this makes the worst-case I,, equal to

8.086 amperes, and the average switch tube power during the pulse

is then 167.95 kW. During the klystron testing, it was noted

that the switch tube was subject to some outgassing, usually just

after turn-on, and this outgassing was indeed worse at a klystron

current of about 8 amperes. Note also that doubling the capacitor

bank and doubling the pulse width would not change the worst case

Ccurrent and power level, since =• would be unchanged and the cubic

equation would thus be identical. Of course, the repetition rate

would have to be reduced because of the longer pulse width, and

further RF break-in might be. required.

3. Output Section Pressurization

To allow for SFfi pressurization of the output coax, it was

found necessary to make minor modifications in the output section

of the klystron. Most of the modifications were made on the output

matching section, which, although sold as part of the tube, is

easily removable so that modifications can be made to it. The

required rework to the matching section is shown in Figure 3, and .

is listed below:
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(a) Add O-ring groove, tube side.

(b) Add O-ring chamfer, load side.

(c) Add 2-3/16" holes to teflon barrier.

(d) Add rubber sleeve over set screw holes.

(e) Add clamps and lead screws.

. On the klystron, the photodiode sockets (near the ceramic window)

should be replaced with a more gas-tight type. We used Chicago

Min. lamp socket 525880, modified by adding an O-ring groove,

also an O-ring was added to the arc detector test lamp, and its

front surface was coated with gevnc vacuum seal .

4. Fault Detection

The power supply system included a crowbar which consisted

of two NL-37248 ignitrons in series. The general fault detection

• philosophy was to blank the grid of the switch tube when a fault

occurred. The load current was then sensed, and if it was still

there 20 microseconds after the fault occurred, then the crowbar

was fired. The following functions were included in the fault

monitoring system:

A. Fast-fault logic

(1) Beam current

(2) Body current

(3) VSWR

(4) Arc detection

(5,) Under voltage :
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B. Relay fault logic

(1) Solenoid overcurrent

(2) Solenoid undercurrent

(3) Solenoid under voltage

(4) Water flow

(5) Modulator air flow

(6) Interlocks

Item A-5, the fast undervoltage protection, was added because

of the current-sampling method of regulation which was used. In

case of a load arc, the current in the arc would be limited to

the normal load current, because of the regulating action, and

the capacitor bank voltage would appear across the switch tube.

This has the advantage of limiting the fault energy dissipated

in the load to a relatively small value, but the fault is not

sensed by the beam current monitor, so it is necessary to have an

undervoltage sensor to terminate the pulse in the event of this

type of fault.

5. Summary and Future Prospects

We have demonstrated through these experiments that the

VA-955 UHF-TV klystron is capable, in pulse applications, of

output powers' up to 200 kW. We therefore expect that we could

attain a total power well in excess of 1 megawatt by using only six

such tubes in an 800 MHz lower hybrid heating system. We have

also demonstrated that the regulated modulator is capable of

providing rectangular output pulses with stable operation even
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with very large capacitor bank droops and the resultant large

excursions of switch tube voltage during the pulse.
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FIG. 3
MODIFICATION TO VA-955 MATCHING SECTION TO ALLOW PRESSURIZATION WITH SF6 GAS


